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Lecture Objectives

- Discuss how data is replicated in a distributed system
- Look at how transparency is provided
- Discuss fault tolerance and availability
- Understand correctness for replicated objects
  - Linearizability and sequential consistency
- Discuss five stages of operation in replicated system
  - Request, coordination, execution, agreement, response
- Discuss active and passive replication
- Gossip architecture
- Network partitioning
Introduction to Replication

- Replication is the maintenance of copies of data at multiple computers
  - Logical objects implemented by a collection of physical copies called replicas
  - Not necessarily consistently consistent all the time

- Performance enhancement

- Fault-tolerant service
  - Guarantees correct behavior in spite of certain faults

- Availability
  - Hindered by server failures
  - Network partitions and disconnected operation
Requirements for Replicated Data

- **Transparency** (fundamental requirement)
  - Clients see logical objects (not several physical copies)
    - they access one logical item and receive a single result

- **Consistency**
  - Specified to suit the application
    - when a user of a diary disconnects, their local copy may be inconsistent with the others and will need to be reconciled when they connect again
    - but connected clients using different copies should get consistent results
Bulletin Board Reader

- Bulletin board for message posting
  - Items are numbered with sender name and dates
  - Original messages (Vote) and responses (Re: Vote)

- Replicated bulletin boards
  - Reading
  - Updates
  - Posting and response numbering and ordering

- Asynchronous model
  - Client requests processed by local replica server
  - Possible inconsistencies can arise
Totally synchronous model
- All update requests are totally ordered
- Return to client after update processed at all servers
- Can deliver worse performance than single server

Replications schemes fall between the two models
- Need some replica consistency (how much?)
- Need good response time and throughput
- Trade-off between consistency, availability, response
- Two approaches
  - quorum-based
  - causality
Replicated Data Management Model

- Assume asynchronous system
  - Processes fail only by crashing, no network partition
- Replica managers
  - Processes that contain replicas (physical copies)
  - Perform operations on replica data directly
  - May be fixed (static) or join and leave (dynamic)
  - May be implemented as a state machine
    - applies operation atomically
    - state is a deterministic function of initial state and operations
    - all replicas start identical and carry out same operations
    - operations must not be affected by clock readings, etc.
Replicated Data Management Model (continued)

- **Clients**
  - Make requests on logical data items
  - See a service that provides access and operations
    - read-only and update

- **Front ends**
  - Handle client requests
  - Responsible for transparency
  - Communicates with replica managers (transparency)
  - Different FE’s communicate with differ RM’s
Basic Architectural Model

Requests and replies

Clients → Front ends → FE

Service

Replica managers

RM → RM → RM
Five Phases in Performing a Request

- Issue request
  - FE either sends to specific RM or multicasts to all

- Coordination
  - RM decides whether to apply request and order
    - FIFO, causal, total orderings

- Execution
  - RM executes the request

- Agreement
  - RMs agree on the effect of the request
    - lazy or immediate

- Response (one or more RMs) to FE
Fault-tolerant Services

- Service correct even if $f$ processes fail
  - By replicating data and functionality at RMs
  - Assume communication reliable and no partitions
  - RMs are assumed to behave correctly or to crash
  - Intuitively, a service is correct if it responds despite failures and clients can’t tell the difference between replicated data and a single copy
  - But care is needed to ensure that a set of replicas produce the same result as a single one would
### Example of a Naive Replication System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client 1:</th>
<th>Client 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>setBalance_B(x,1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setBalance_A(y,2)</td>
<td>getBalance_A(y) $\rightarrow$ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getBalance_A(x) $\rightarrow$ 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Initial balance of $x$ and $y$ is $0$
  - Client 1 updates $X$ at $B$ (local) then finds $B$ has failed, so uses $A$
  - Client 2 reads balances at $A$ (local)
    - as client 1 updates $y$ after $x$, client 2 should see $1$ for $x$
  - Different if $A$ and $B$ were implemented at a single server
- Anomalous behaviour

RM at $A$ and $B$ maintain copies of $x$, $y$
clients use local RM when available, otherwise the other one
RM propagates updates to one another after replying to client
Linearizability

- Strictest criterion for a replication system
- Consider a replicated service with two clients
  - Interleaved read and update operations
- Correctness criteria for replicated objects are defined by referring to a virtual (correct) interleaving
- A replicated object service is linearizable if for any execution there is some interleaving of clients’ operations such that:
  - Sequence meets the specification of a single copy
  - Operation order is consistent with real time occurrence
- Each client sees a view that is consistent
Sequential Consistency

- Linearizability concerns only the interleaving of individual operations and is not intended to be transactional.
- Weaker correctness condition (and more practical).
- A replicated shared object service is *sequentially consistent* if for any execution there is some interleaving of clients’ operations such that:
  - Interleaved sequence of operations meets the specification of a (single) correct copy of the objects.
  - Order of operations in the interleaving is consistent with program order in which each client executed them.
Passive Model for Fault Tolerance

- Single primary RM and secondary (backup) RMs
- FEs communicate with the primary which executes the operation and sends copies of updated data to backups
- If the primary fails, one of the backups is promoted to act as the primary
Passive Replication - Five Request Phases

1. Request:
   - FE issues request w/unique identifier to primary RM

2. Coordination:
   - Primary performs each request atomically, in the order in which it receives it relative to other requests
   - Checks the unique id and re-sends response for duplicates

3. Execution:
   - Primary executes the request and stores the response

4. Agreement:
   - If request is an update, the primary sends the updated state, the response, and the unique identifier to all the backups
   - Backups send an acknowledgement

5. Response:
   - Primary responds to FE, which hands response back to client
Discussion of Passive Replication

- This system implements linearizability, since the primary sequences all the operations on the shared objects.

- If the primary fails, the system is linearizable, if a single backup takes over exactly where the primary left off:
  - The primary is replaced by a unique backup.
  - Surviving RMs agree which operations had been performed at take over.

- To survive $f$ process crashes, $f+1$ RMs are required:
  - It cannot deal with byzantine failures because the client can't get replies from the backup RMs.
Active Replication for Fault Tolerance

☐ The RMs are state machines all playing the same role and organised as a group.

☐ All start in the same state and perform the same operations in the same order so that their state remains identical

☐ If an RM crashes it has no effect on performance of the service because the others continue as normal

☐ It can tolerate byzantine failures because the FE can collect and compare the replies it receives
Active Replication

- FE multicasts each request to the group of RMs
- RMs process each request identically and reply
- Requires totally ordered reliable multicast so that all RMs perform the same operations in the same order
Active Replication - Five Request Phases

1. Request
   - FE attaches a unique id and uses totally ordered reliable multicast to send request to RMs

2. Coordination
   - Multicast delivers requests to all RMs in same (total) order

3. Execution
   - Every RM executes the request with same effect
   - State machines and receive requests in the same order

4. Agreement
   - No agreement is required

5. Response
   - FEs collect responses from RMs
   - FE may just use one or more responses
   - If only trying to tolerate crash failures, gives first response
Discussion of Active Replication

- RM are state machines - sequential consistency
  - Due to reliable totally ordered multicast, the RMs collectively do the same as a single copy would do
  - It works in a synchronous system
  - In an asynchronous system reliable totally ordered multicast is impossible
  - Failure detectors can be used to work around this problem

- This replication scheme is not linearizable
  - Total order is not necessarily the same as real-time order

- To deal with byzantine failures
  - For up to $f$ byzantine failures, use $2f+1$ RMs
  - FE collects $f+1$ identical responses

- To improve performance
  - FEs send read-only requests to just one RM
Summary

- Replicating objects helps services to provide good performance, high availability and fault tolerance

- **System model**
  - Each logical object is implemented by physical replicas

- Linearizability and sequential consistency can be used as correctness criteria
  - Sequential consistency is less strict but more practical

- Fault tolerance can be provided by:
  - **Passive replication**
    - using a primary RM and backups
  - **Active replication**
    - all RMs process all requests identically
    - needs totally ordered and reliable multicast
    - can be achieved in a synchronous system
Distributed vs. Primary Updates

- Clients and replica managers are separate processes.
- Distributed update
  - Replica managers exchange messages periodically to convey updates.
  - "Gossip" metaphor.
- Primary update
  - All front ends communicate with "primary" server.
  - Primary propagates updates to "slave" servers.
  - Read operations performed on any server.
Different Architectures

- Design considerations
  - Separation of front ends and replica managers
  - Responsibility for update propagation
  - Choice of communication pattern

- Application requirements
  - Availability, consistency, response

- Consistency requirement
  - Lead to ordering constraints for request processing
Consistency and Request Ordering

- Order of requests processing at different replicas
  - Important for correctness
  - Ordering requirements impose performance costs
- Requests $r1$ and $r2$ are commutative if:
  - Order of processing does not matter
  - Use knowledge of commutativity to avoid ordering
- Total ordering examples
  - BB: items given unique labels
  - Multi-user document editing
Ordering

- **Total ordering** of requests $r1$ and $r2$
  - Either $r1$ processed before $r2$ at all replica managers
  - Or $r2$ processed before $r1$ at all replica managers

- **Causal ordering** of requests $r1$ and $r2$
  - Happened-before ordering
  - Potential causal relationship between two events
  - One event happened-before another if information flowed (message or action) between the two events
    - $r1$ happened-before $r2$, then $r1$ processed before $r2$ at all replica managers

- Total ordering is not necessarily also causal
Stronger Ordering

- *Sync-ordering* of requests r1 (sync) and r2
  - Forces order of requests processed at replica managers to be “in sync”
  - Every other request is consistently processed before it or after it at all replica managers
  - Effectively flushes any outstanding requests issued but not yet processed everywhere
  - All later requests are processed after the sync
  - r2 is processed either before or after r1 at all replica managers
Implementing Request Ordering

- **Hold-back**
  - Receive requests is not processed by replica manager until ordering constraints can be met
  - Hold-back queue keeps requests until their order has been determined

- **Stable request message**
  - All prior messages (defined according to type of ordering) have been processed
  - Placed on process (delivery) queue
  - Safety and liveness properties
Implementing Total Ordering

- Basic approach is to assign totally ordered IDs
- Two methods
  - Sequencer
    - all requests sent to sequencer and RM sites
    - sequencer assigns consecutive IDs
    - IDs are forwarded to RM sites
    - sequencer can become the bottleneck
  - Distributed agreement
    - RM sites store largest final and proposed IDs
Implementing Total Ordering (continued)

- 1. FE site send request with largest yet ID
- 2. RM sites generate proposal for final ID
- 3. FE site chooses largest and informs RM sites
- 4. RM sites attach ID to request and reorder hold-back queue

➢ expensive algorithm – three messages per request
Implementing Causal Ordering

☐ BB example
  ☐ No item that refers to another can be posted earlier
  ☐ Items should be posted in causal order

☐ Need suitable ordered identifiers
  ☐ Logical timestamps will not do (Why?)
  ☐ Require timestamps (used as IDs) that carry more information to determine causal ordering

☐ BB example
  ☐ Timestamp represented by counts of the update events (direct or forwarded) that led to the current state
Vector Timestamps

- BB timestamps represented by list of counts of update events, one for each replica manager
- Maintenance of causal order
  - Ensure each FE reads from a BB version at least as advanced as the version last read
  - New item should be added to a replica only when the replica already reflects all causally prior updates
  - RM’s maintain own timestamp of their BB version
  - FE’s maintain vector timestamps reflecting latest BB version they have read
Vector Timestamp Formalism

- Each process pi has a vector timestamp VTi
- Each VTi is a vector of integer values of length n
- VTi[k] represents a count of events that have occurred at pk and that are known at pi
- Vector clock update algorithm
  1. VTi initialized to 0
  2. VTi[i]++ when pi generates a new event
  3. request with timestamp vt received at pj
     VTj = merge(VTj, vt), where
     merge(u, v)[k] = max(u[k], v[k]), k=1..n
- Implements happened-before
The Gossip Architecture

- Clients requests operations processed by FEs
- FE typically communicates with one RM
- RMs update one another by gossip messages
  - Contain most recent updates received
  - Lazy updates
- Three strengths of update ordering
  - Causal (e.g., posting)
  - Forced (total and causal) (e.g., add user)
  - Immediate (sync-ordered) (e.g., delete user)
  - Specified for each type of update operations
Query and Update Operations in Gossip Service
Operations and Ordering

- Two basic types of operations
  - *Queries*: read-only operations
  - *Updates*: modify-only operations
- Clients are blocked on queries
- Clients continue after updates pass to FE
- Each FE keeps vector timestamp *prev*
  - Reflects latest values accessed by FE (client)
  - *Prev* sent in every request message to RM
- New timestamp returned as a result of query
- Update id vector timestamp returned with update
Operations and Ordering (continued)

- Returned timestamps are merged with FE previous to record version of replicated data seen by client

- Clients exchange information in two ways:
  - Accessing replicated services
    - happened-before relationships between operations maintained
  - Direct communication
    - occurs via FEs who piggy-back vector timestamps on client messages
Front Ends Propagate Their Timestamps

Service

RM

RM

gossip

Vector timestamps

FE

FE

Clients
Replica Manager State

- Replica manager contains main state components:
  - Value of application state resulting from updates
  - Value timestamp representing updates applied
  - Update log recording all updates received
    - RM holds back update requests until stable
    - hold updates until confirmed from all RMs
  - Replica timestamp represents logged updates
  - Identifiers of executed calls kept in list to prevent update from being performed twice
    - list checked before executing a stable update
Replica Manager State (continued)

- Vector timestamp at RM $i$
  - $i$th element corresponds to updates from FEs received by $i$
  - $j$th element equals number of updates received by $j$ and propagated to $i$ in gossip messages
Gossip Replica Manager State Components

- Gossip messages
- Other replica managers
- Replica manager
  - Replica timestamp
  - Replica log
  - Timestamp table
  - Update log
  - Value
  - Value timestamp
  - Executed operation table
  - OperationID
  - Update
  - Prev
  - FE
  - Updates
Processing Query Operations

- Query request $q$ contains timestamp $q.prev$
- Replica manager should return a value at least as recent as this
  - If $valueTS$ is the replica’s value timestamp, then $q$ can be applied to the replica’s value if:
    \[ q.prev \leq valueTS \]
  - RM keeps $q$ on list of pending queries until this condition is fulfilled
  - Once the query can be applied, value $TS$ is returned to the front end as $new$
  - $frontendTS = \text{merge}(frontendTS, new)$
Processing Updates in Causal Order

- On receipt of update request $u$, RM increments its own element in its replica timestamp by one.
- $u$ is assigned a unique vector timestamp, $TS$, and logged as
  \[\logRecord = <TS, u.op, u.prev>\]
- $TS$ is derived from $u.prev$ by replacing its $i$th element by that of the replica timestamp for RM $i$.
- $TS$ is passed back to the front end which merges it.
- Stability condition
  \[u.prev \leq valueTS\]
When the condition is met for an update record $r$, the RM checks to see whether the call identifier $r.cid$ appears in the list of executed calls.

Applying the update record $r$

\[
\begin{align*}
value &= \text{apply}(value, r.op) \\
valueTS &= \text{merge}(valueTS, r.ts) \\
executed &= executed \cup \{r.cid\}
\end{align*}
\]
Gossip Messages

☐ Sent by RMs to help bring other RMs up to date

☐ Gossip message \( m \) consists of two items:
  - Its log \( m.log \)
  - Its replica timestamp \( m.ts \)

☐ Receipt of \( m \) by a replica manager
  1. merge arriving log with own
     - check timestamps in log
  2. apply any updates that have become stable
  3. eliminate records from executed call log
  4. merge timestamp of gossip message with \( replicaTS \)
Processing Forced and Immediate Updates

- Unique sequence numbers are appended to timestamps for forced updates
  - Obtained from primary RM sequencer

- Immediate updates are sync-ordered
  - Easily ordered with respect to forced updates
  - Primary determines which causal updates precede via agreement with other RMs
Discussion

- Gossip architecture aimed at high availability
- Rate of flow of gossip messages unspecified
  - Tuning parameter
- Requests sent to one or more RMs
  - Parameter depending on load and failure conditions
  - Tradeoff between latency and bandwidth
- Increase in replica managers results in:
  - Increase size of timestamps and # gossip messages
- Make more RMs read-only to aid in scalability